Once, many years ago, there was a baby, in his pram, with his sisters and their sandwiches and lemonade and toys... A lyrical and epic story about a baby and a trio of toys, and their adventure on the high seas. Beautifully told by master storyteller Allan Ahlberg and stunningly illustrated by Emma Chichester Clark.

5 Top Tips For Reading To Children from Author Neil Griffiths.
Tip 1: Talking to your children helps develop their vocabulary
Tip 2: Play is vital
Tip 3: Be your child’s reading role model
Tip 4: Read aloud regularly to your children
Tip 5: Put books on show

Watch more of Neil’s readings tips at the Early Learning Centre’s YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TC8c2se0xs&feature=youtu.be

Making ten minutes a day to share books with your child will make a huge difference to their development
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